Add the word **amateur** to these sentences.

Gita is an __________ astronomer.

Is he an __________?

The __________ footballers won the match.

My cousin is an __________ cricket player.

Write the syllables of the word **amateur** inside the hands.

Which letter from the word **amateur** is missing below?

Which word classes does the word **amateur** belong to?
- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **amateur**.

Complete the word **amateur**.

ama______  __________eur  _____t____  am____e____

Write your own statement containing the word **amateur** as an adjective.

---

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **amateur**.

**Synonym:** __________

**Antonym:** __________

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **amateur**.

ammateur  amature  amerchure
Add the word **ancient** to these sentences.

Rome has many ___________ buildings.
The ___________ coins are worth a lot of money.

The pyramids were built in ___________ times.

Is this an ___________ artefact?

Write the syllables of the word **ancient** inside the hands.

Write the syllables of the word **ancient**.

Complete the word **ancient**.

Write your own statement containing the word **ancient** as an adjective.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **ancient**.

**Synonym:** ___________

**Antonym:** ___________

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **ancient**.

aincent  anshunt  ansient
Add the word **apparent** to these sentences.

The danger was not ____________.
A new problem soon became ____________.

It is ____________ that there is no way out.
My dog is in no ____________ pain after his fall.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **apparent**.

**Synonym:** ____________  
**Antonym:** ____________

Which letter from the word **apparent** is missing below?

Which word classes does the word **apparent** belong to?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>noun</th>
<th>verb</th>
<th>adjective</th>
<th>adverb</th>
<th>conjunction</th>
<th>pronoun</th>
<th>preposition</th>
<th>determiner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Complete the word **apparent**.

appar____  ______ent  ____r____  ap_____re__

Write your own statement containing the word **apparent** as an adjective.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **apparent**.

aparent  apparent  aparrunt
Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: appreciate

Add the word appreciate to these sentences.

I __________ your honesty.
“Id __________ a cup of tea,” stated my mum.
We would __________ a bit of peace and quiet.
Does he __________ you?

Write the syllables of the word appreciate inside the hands.

Which letter from the word appreciate is missing below?

Which word classes does the word appreciate belong to?
noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

Trace the word appreciate.

appreciate

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word appreciate.

Synonym: ____________
Antonym: ____________

Complete the word appreciate.

appre____  ____iate  ____e____  ap____ia____

Write your own statement containing the word appreciate as a verb.

__________________________________________________________

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word appreciate.

apreciate  appreciate  appresheait
Add the word **attached** to these sentences.

I __________ a stamp to the envelope.

Deepak __________ the string to the kite.

“Have you __________ the guy ropes?” asked my dad.

Amira __________ a label to her suitcase.

Write the syllables of the word **attached** inside the hands.

Which letter from the word **attached** is missing below?

Which word classes does the word **attached** belong to?

- noun
- verb
- adjective
- adverb
- conjunction
- pronoun
- preposition
- determiner

Trace the word **attached**.

Write a synonym and an antonym for the word **attached**.

**Synonym:**

**Antonym:**

Complete the word **attached**.

Write your own statement containing the word **attached** as a verb.

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word **attached**.

attached  attatched  attashed